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If you want convincing to be clutterfree, then this may be your book... I have clutter and I have
kids, but We also knew I wanted to change the former! So I was ultimately disappointed when the
initial third of the reserve was spent attempting to convince me that getting clutterfree was a
good thing. Real advice for actual people I must say i admire minimalists who have 100 items. I
really do strongly recommend Peter Walsh's reserve, "It's all way too much" which I found
practical filled up with great advice a lot of that i have implemented.Ultimately, I desired even
more practical advice which this reserve was sorely lacking. But with a family group, and a
residence, and an automobile, that simply isn't practical for me. Joshua understands that there
may be a middle ground and the framework to build up the best minimalist life-style that works
for your true to life. Great perspectives and trains of thought! Have to - read for families ! There
are a great number of perspectives in here-I especially like his thoughts on not taking too many
photos.! society to "take lots of photos", but we now have too many to sort through or can't
discover one, and each image becomes less special. Less is more. This publication is a great
friend to have within my decluttering process. I love how he contains the benefits of a clutter free
home and takes enough time to list other attributes that naturally includes living with less. I
thought this publication was very helpful! Don't waste materials your money-not really a how-to
book Waste of cash! I purchased based on the positive reviews, and desire to simplify. I
anticipated a 'how to' & most of it,I experienced, was the 'why'. In case you are buying the
publication, you almost certainly already are overwhelmed with kids clutter and want to change. I
was in the process of packing my house for a cross-nation move when I bought this and this
book was the help that I needed to downsize while I packed. Grateful! It's a must read if you
require a clutter free home. I loved all of the tips and recommendations. Just started my journey
but I see this time it will stick thanks to the help of this book! I’m therefore grateful ! He has
several practical tips for troublesome areas such as children's art work and collections that I
have put into practice. Each and every time I donate my stuff Personally i think great.and with 6
kids this book helped us donated more than 1/3 of the stuff in our house. Don't let things very
own you! Still focusing on reducing but I have already been therefore grateful for all that I have
learned and definitely look at factors in a different light! Lifestyle changing ! He also gets a bit
preachy on living using one income, that was off-putting. . However, the majority of the book is
merely simple inspiration for improving your life by eliminating the things that eat up your time
and finances and spending quality period with your children instead. Excellent book! This reserve
and insights were perfect for our family ! I came across this book after watching Minimalism in
Netflix and the message of intentionality, de-owning, and recognizing that currently my items
have power over me and I need to take back control were all things that resonate strongly. I am
removing with me a lot of great ideas! Great concepts in this reserve that I intend to implement.
Will help if you can let go of your stuff. Like it. It's easy to understand. Love Good read Less is
more lifestyle, love and freedom. I would like to say I've been minimalist minded for awhile, but
this taken to light fresh areas to focus on. Great Beginner Reserve for People Who Desire to Live
With Less This has more descriptive information regarding the seven guiding principles that were
written about in his publication 'Simplify'.. Good Insight This book touches on almost every
aspect of someone's life and the various times I life we find ourselves in. The recommendations
are reasonable plus they Re just suggestions! This book shows that anyone can live a minimalist
lifestyle, their method! I also began to see my child pick up my bad consumerism behaviors and I
had a need to nip them quickly. There exists a huge pressure from family members& Good
motivation when getting ready to move These book was very inspirational. This was a very easy
read / read it in a few sittings. Thank you Mr Becker !! Hit the mark! I will be constantly working

on being a minimalist. Simple, insightful and inspiring Good book for all those brand-new to
minimalism and the ones not, great for all parents. Practical methods to implement mindset
adjustments for a better life So good This book is awesome. It gives practical suggestions, but
also inspires me every morning to maintain living a clutter free lifestyle. It’s more deeply rooted
than clutter. This book is great for people that have an without kiddos, honestly. Good insight A
whole lot of helpful insights. Definitely a different point of view than what we are used to hearing
but extremely thought provoking.
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